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Outline

► Gravitational waves

► Binary dynamics

► Neutron stars

► Neutron star merger

- motivation and general introduction

- observations (→ GW170817 – first unambiguously detected NSM)

- EoS constraints from NS mergers

- Mass ejection: r-process nucleosynthesis and electromagnetic counterparts

→ many more details in lecture by Martinez-Pinedo



History     (only a few landmarks, much more to say)

► 1618: Kepler's laws describing two-body problem *
► 1687: Newton's Principia Mathematica (assuming static and absolute space and time, i.e. Euklidian geometry) → 

explains Kepler's findings and our daily-life gravity very successfully 

► 1905: Einstein's Special Relativity: no aether, giving up concept of absolute space and time → space-time, c always 
constant independent of frame → length contraction, time dilatation, (no gravity included)

► 1915: Einstein's General Relativity: gravity is equivalent to curved space-time, Einstein equations: curvature 
determined by energy-momentum

► 1916: Schwarzschild solution to Einstein eqs. → black hole

► 1916/18: Einstein predicts gravitational waves (“Ueber Gravitationswellen”), absent in Newtonian theory of gravity

► 1930ies: idea of neutron stars develops: Landau, Baade, Zwicky

► 1939: Tolman, Oppenheimer, Volkoff derive relativistic stellar structure equations (for NSs)

► 1960ies: first attempts (by J. Weber) to measure GWs continuing over the next decade  

► 1967: Bell and Hewish discover radio pulsar → soon interpreted as rotating NS

► 1974: Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar: orbital motion explained by emission of gravitational waves → indirect evidence 
for their existence **

► 2005: break through in Numerical Relativity: first successful BH merger simulation = exact and general solution of 
two-body problem (generalization of Kepler's results), around that time also first fully relativistic NS merger 
calculations

► 2015: Detection of gravitational waves from BH merger by Advanced LIGO

► 2017: Detection of gravitational waves from NS merger plus electromagnetic counterpart

* at roughly the same time telescopes were used for the first time for astronomy

** in the 70ies also growing observational evidence for existence of black holes



Gravitational waves



Newtonian gravity: General relativity:

Gravitational field:

Eq. determining grav. field:

Derivatives of field Source term 
(matter content)

No time dependence, only through time-dependent source
(no evolutionary degrees of freedom in Poisson eq.)



Einstein field equations

Newtonian gravity: General relativity:

Gravitational field:

Eq. determining grav. field:

Derivatives of field, 
including time derivatives 
up to 2nd order

Source term 
(energy, 
momentum, 
pressure)

Tensor equation (imagine a matrix)



Solutions to the Einstein eqs.
► Trivial solution in absence of sources (i.e. sufficiently far way from any source): 

Minkowski metric in this case General Relativity reduces to Special Relativity

► Weak field ansatz: Minkowski + small perturbation

► Inserting this ansatz → Einstein eqs. become wave equation → solution gravitational 
waves

► From our understanding of g: h produces small stretching and squeezing of space

h small

→ Gravitational waves are ripples of space-time like an earth quake 
(GWs are wave-like solutions of the Einstein eqs.)

(In vaccuum)



Gravitational waves – Quadrupole formula

► How to generate/excite GWs                “Quadrupole formula”

GW amplitude:

► GW generation by second time-derivative of mass quadrupole moment !!!                   
→ “accelerated masses”

► but tiny effect

► Energy carried by wave:

R distance to source

Q Mass quadrupole 
moment of source →  
“measures asymmetry”Projection tensor ~1

density



► Assumptions in deriving quadrupole formula:

- Weak field

- Slow motion of source

- No retardation effects within source

→ nevertheless often a good approximation for astrophysical pplications

► More elaborate treatment: higher order effects, e.g. currents, mass octupole, ...

► In general: fully non-linear solution only accessible by numerical calculations



Sources

Which objects/processes can produce a non-zero second time-derivative of the 
quadrupole moment (i.e. GWs)? → We need some matter motion - examples

► Orbital motion: binary, massive body around central object

► Aspherical collapse

► (non-radial) oscillations

► Rotating object if deviating from axisymmetry, e.g. mountain

► (more exotic stuff)

► Btw: impossible to generate measurable GWs in the lab (e.g. with rapidly rotating 
massive steel bar)



Some more properties of GWs

► Propagate with speed of light

► Squeezing and stretching of space: Produce strain → detectable

► Transverse waves (perturbation perpendicular to propagation direction)

► 2 polarizations (plus and cross)

► Cannot be shielded because weakly interacting (in contrast to em)

► Traces matter motion (in contrast to em – often only surface observed)

► Note: Amplitude falls off as 1/R (em observations measure flux 1/R2 fall off !!!)

(Propagation perpendicular to slide)

Strain alters distances between massive 
test particles far away from source !!!

Particle distance in 
coordinate space



How can we detect GWs?



Laser interferometer

► Tiny modifications in light travel time between test particles

Laser interferometer 
measure tiny changes 
in L by superimposing 
splitted beams

Built by (semi-transparent) mirrors as test particles

Particle distance in 
coordinate space

Eigendistance – light 
travel time



Laser interferometer

► Tiny modifications in light travel time between test particles

Will move if GW passes

Built by (semi-transparent) mirrors as test particles

If mirrors move, light will 
need differently long in 
the different beams !



Instruments
► Advanced LIGO (two sites in US: 

Livingston, Hanford)

► Advanced Virgo (Pisa)

► Kagra (Japan)

► GEO 600 (Hannover)

► LIGO India approved



Challenges
► Incredibly tiny effect 

► Many noise sources at different frequencies: seismic/environmental noise, thermal 
noise, photon shot noise, ...

► Sophisticated data analysis (signal very noisy)

► “Observing mode”: wait for GW events (unpredictable) – ommi-directional (but with 
blind spots and angle-dependent sensitivity)

Sensitivity curve: 
measurable amplitude 
as function of frequency

Shot noise

Seismic 
noise



GW data analysis

► we need some statistical measure that data contains a signal and not just random 
noise

► Different methods (challenging – ongoing research)

► Match filtering against template bank – cross-correlate data and possible signals

► Important to know what we might measure → template bank for match filtering 
increases search sensitivity/likelihood of measurement

► Burst searches / excess power → less sensitive but independent of signal morphology

► To quantify: signal-to-noise ratio

► Require certain threshold to have low false-alarm rate

► Parameter estimation through Bayesian analysis



Why a network of detectors?

► Independent measurement to increase credibility and overall sensitivity

► Light travel time between detectors → rough localization of signal

► Very difficult with two/three detectors → LIGO India just approved

Abbott et al 2017

Still large - recall size of moon



Other types of detectors

► Resonant bar detectors (sensitive only at certain frequencies)

► Spaceborne detectors: LISA sensitive at lower frequencies → other sources

► Pulsar timing arrays → also at lower frequencies



What are the astrophysical sources?

(for ground-based detectors → frequency band)



Astrophysical sources

► Everything that generates a second time-derivative of the mass quadrupole moment

► For ground based detectors essentially only stellar compact objects (BHs and NSs) are 
relevant, i.e. right frequencies and sufficiently strong

► Compute e.g. dynamical timescale → milliseconds for compact objects



Astrophysical sources

► Orbital motion → merger

- BH-BH, NS-NS, NS-BH

► Non-radial oscillations of stars and BHs, instabilities, e.g. bar mode instability

- f-mode, r-mode, Chandrasekhar-Friedman-Schutz instability

► Non-radial collapse

- core-collapse of massive stars to NS or BH

► Rotating NS if deviates from axi-symmetry, e.g. by mountains

- interesting for targeted searches because positions and frequencies known

► More exotic stuff: cosmic strings, cosmological background, ...



Orbital motion and merger of compact binaries

Two goals:

1) understand that any binary will eventually merge

2) describe waveform



→ any binary system will loose energy → orbital separation will decrease !!!

→   “Inspiral”   (orb. freq. increases)   →   finally merge

Newtonian point particle dynamics: Quadrupole formula in weak-field limit of GR:

Observations of Hulse-Taylor pulsar over 
the years confirm decay of orbit

→ Indirect evidence for existence of GWs

(discovery 1974, Nobel prize in 1993)

Weisberg et al. 2010

Orbital dynamics

Pfeiffer et al. 2007
Simulation of the last phase

Inspiral
:



Kepler  +  Quadrupole formula  =  Inspiral   (and finally merger)

► Doing the math (for circular orbits) → nice exercise

Quadrupole formula (projection tensor omitted)

… insert (Newtonian) point particle motion   → ….



Kepler  +  Quadrupole formula  =  Inspiral   (and finally merger)

► Doing the math (for circular orbits) → nice exercise

        → inspiral   → increasingly faster as orbit decays !

► Time scale depends crucially on the system (mass and initial separation)

► Earth-moon system 

► In practice only relevant for binaries of compact objects ( = black holes, neutron stars, 
White dwarfs): tmerger < THubble

► Note 1: Merging is a pure GR prediction

► Note 2: GWs circularize orbits → nicely simplifies detections since we know what to 
expect



Kepler  +  Quadrupole formula  =  Inspiral   (and finally merger)

► Doing the math (for circular orbits) → nice exercise

Quadrupole formula (projection tensor omitted)

… insert (Newtonian) point particle motion   → ….

→ frequency evolution and GW signal

Note:                                            why ??



Newtonian point particle dynamics  +  Quadrupole formula 

Frequency evolution:

Amplitude:

Increase of frequency and amplitude with time (increasingly faster)  → “chirp” !!

Important note: frequency and amplitude evolution depend ONLY on “chirp mass”

(very important parameter)

Other parameters: distance r, inclination i, coalescence time tc, coalescence phase phi_c
→ no intrinsic parameters of the binary



Why the chirp mass is called chirp mass

Abbott et al. 2017

Note:  binaries enter only in the last seconds the sensitivity band of current 

groundbased GW detectors !!!

Assumption of slow motion gets 
increasingly worse



GW signal at lowest order

► Implications: using this model only the chirp mass is measured in a GW detection

if only M_chirp is known

→ no information on single masses of binary components!! -  only the combination

(somehow similar to Newtonian mechanics: orbital freq. depends only on total M)

Kepler:



Higher post-Newtonian orders

► BUT: here we assumed weak field and slow motion

► Higher post-Newtonian orders become increasing important as orbit shrinks: v/c 
becomes larger (deviations from Newtonian motion become larger)

► Parametric solution (called TaylorT2) with                                                

► (also other solutions)

► Spin and finite size effects enter at higher PN order as well (→ later)

► In practice: Mchirp measured with accuracy, mass ratio less accurate

► Calculating waveforms with higher PN order still active field of research

Total mass:

“symmetric” mass ratio:



Mass measurements form inspiral

► Key message:

► In practice: chirp mass is measured very accurately, mass ratio less accurate (since it 
affects waveforms only when PN corrections become important)

► Measuring mass ratio breaks degeneracy in Mchirp → single component masses 

► Close to merger also PN expansion will break down because v/c not small and finite-
size effects/hydrodynamical evolution (also EOB effective-one-model approach 
employed)

→ Numerical Relativity

→ Relativistic Hydrodynamics (if matter is involved)



GW150914: a BH-BH merger – first 
direct detection of GWs

→ … Implications of this first event would deserve a school on their own … !!!

Abbott et al 2016



LSC 2018



Detected binaries

10 BH-BH, 1 NS-NS
LSC homepage





Time scales
► Be aware of the time scales and frequencies

► Binary only observable in the last seconds - milliseconds of its lifetime

time

Formation of 
binary

Slow and steady inspiral – NOT 
observable (too low frequency)

Entering 
observable 
frequency band

merger

Mega years – Giga years     Secs.   Millisecs.

Approximate Newtonian description 
sufficiently accurate

Numerical Relativity 
required

Faster insprial, 
dynamical phase



Neutron stars



What are neutron stars?
► Result of massive star (> 8 Msun) evolution: core-collapse supernovae (Kei’s lectures)

► Typical mass 1.4 … 2.0 Msun, typical radius 10 … 15 km → mean density exceeds 
nuclear density (3*1014 g/cm3) !!! 

→ extreme astrophysical objects → NS are made of high-density matter !!

► A few 1000 NSs are observed: gamma, x-rays, UV, optical, … radio

most as ardio pulsars, i.e. with extremely periodic beamed radio emission (very stable 
rotator → clock)

► Many, many more are expected to exist (invisible)

► About 10 double NS systems known (containing at least one pulsar)

► Other binaries systems with white dwarfs

► Orbital modulation of radio emission allows very                                                                  
precise mass measurements in binary systems

► accretion, high magnetic fields, …

M. Kramer

All four fundamental interaction play a 
prominent role in neutron stars !!!



What are NSs made of?
► High-density matter (ground state of matter)

► Nucleonic matter, hyperon?, pions?, kaon?, quarks?, pure strange quark matter?

► Properties of this matter not well known (densities above (!) nuclear density)

- i.e. hard but not impossible to access by laboratory experiments

- nuclear many-body problem hard to solve, interactions above nuclear denisty 
inclreasingly uncertain 

► → Neutron star pizza:

→ Everything is about the equation of state of high-density matter P(ρ) !!!

Weber 2004



Structure of a neutron star
► Atmosphere (a few cm): hydrogen + …?

► Outer crust ρ < 4*1011 g/cm3 (100 m): lattice of ionized nuclei + electron gas

► Inner crust 4*1011 g/cm3 < ρ < ~2*1014 g/cm3 (a few 100 m): lattice of nuclei + 
electron gas + neutron gas (“neutron drip”)

► Outer core ρ > 2*1014 g/cm3 (a few km): homogeneous nuclear matter (neutrons, 
protons, electrons)

► Inner core: nuclear matter + ??? (hyperons, kaons, pions, quarks)

Camenzind / Page



NS structure
► Strong gravity regime (very compact object) → GR

► Einstein eqs. + energy-momentum conservation

► + spherical symmetry + static

→ relativistic stellar structure equations for enclosed mass M and pressure P        
(Tolman, Oppenheimer, Volkoff 1939)

(Note that Newtonian limit is recovered  for c → ∞)

► System is closed and can be integrated if P(ρ) (equation of state) is given !!!

→ gravitational mass, rest mass, radius, … 

► (fixed EoS → unique solution for specified central density)

Pic with hydrostaic 
eq



Denisty profile
► Integrate from center outwards starting at r=0 with Pc(rhoc)

► Reaching P=0 defines surface of star

Camenzind 2007



► Note: Mmax can be increased by rotation → centrifugal support





NS structure

TOV eqs.

EoS (here theoretical model) Mass-radius relation



NS structure

TOV eqs.

EoS (here theoretical model) Mass-radius relation



Important:

► EoS uniquely determines R(M) (and vice versa)

► NSs have a maximum mass (higher masses cannot be supported against gravitational 
collapse and form a black hole), depends on EoS

► Inverse mass-radius relation, typical radii between 10 and 15 km

► Only one EoS can be the true EoS !!! (→ only one true R(M))

► Goal: measure real mass-radius relation and infer EoS

→ mass can be accurately measured in binary systems

→ radii are hard to measure



NS structure is the key

► Many models on the market

Theory: P(ρ) Observation: R(M)
currently

Every EoS belongs to one R(M) and vice versa



NS structure is the key

► Many models on the market

Theory: P(ρ) Observation: R(M)
future

Every EoS belongs to one R(M) and vice versa

Some of these models can now be 
ruled out from GW170817 !!!



Status

► NS masses can be measured precisely in binary systems

→ maximum mass > 2.0 Msun  !! ( but Mmax = ??? )

→ many stars have 1.4 Msun in binaries

► Several ideas to measure NS radii (and first results)

- thermal emission (quiescent low-mass x-ray binaries)

- photospheric radius expansion in X-ray bursts

- Bayesian analyses of such observations

- moment of inertia in binary pulsars

- pulse profile in x-ray sources → z

- upcoming results from NICER !!

- ...

► Current radius measurement have some error bars (measurement uncertainty, model 
dependence, unknown masses, unknown distances, atmosphere composition, …)

→ robust simultaneous mass and radius measurement required !!!

→ NS mergers !!! → very interesting constraints (details later)



Importance of high-density EoS

► Understand properties of high-density matter (hardly accessible by laboratory 
experiments – theoretically challenging)

→ e.g. nuclear parameter/models (also important for nucleosynthesis models)

→ phase transition to hyperonic matter? Quark matter?

► Stellar properties of NS (observationally challenging)

→ EoS affects dynamics/phenomenology of mergers (e.g em counterparts, 
nucleosynthesis, GRBs), supernovae, NS cooling, ….



► Linearized Einstein eqs. → quadrupole formula

► GW produced by second time deriveative of quadrupole moment

► Orbital separation decreases increasingly faster because of GW emission → chirp like 
signal

► Dynamics and GW signal dominated by chirp mass → chirp mass measured accurately, 
 physical masses require mass ratio

► EoS of high-density matter not well constrained ↔ uniquely linked to NS structure 
through Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff eqs.

► Holy grail: mass-radius relation of NSs



Neutron star mergers



Neutron stars in binaries

► About 10 NS-NS systems known (at least one star being a pulsar)

► Some masses very accurately measured through pulsar measurements

► Most systems are fairly symmetric, masses cluster around 1.3 - 1.4 Msun

► But low number statistics – nobody can exclude bias

► Also other types of binaries including one NS are known, e.g. with white dwarf companion

► But no NS-black hole binary known yet

Oezel & Freire 2015



NS binaries

► Only thus with sufficiently small orbital separation (with orbital periods of hours) can 
merger within Hubble time

► Recall: merger time ~ a4

→ roughly solar radius separation

Compilation by Camenzind book 2007, Springer



Merger rates

Expectation that NS binaries merge based on / rate estimates:

► Observed parameters of NS binaries + model

► Short gamma-ray burst rate (assuming that NS mergers are progenitors)

► Population synthesis studies (theoretical modeling of binary population *)

► Observed amount of heavy r-process elements (assuming most are produced by 
mergers)

► GWs + detector sensitivity (low number statistics, local universe)

→ something of the order of 10 … 100 events per Myr per Galaxy like the Milky Way    

→ real astrophysical scenarios

     (still significant uncertainties)

* formation of NS binaries not yet fully understood   
   (note that orbital separation quite small)
    → common envelope phase important but hard to model



Scientific aspects of NS mergers

► NS mergers likely progenitors of short gamma-ray bursts (observed since the 70ies)

► NS mergers as sources of heavy elements forged by the rapid neutron-capture process 

► Electromagnetic transient powered by nuclear decays during/after r-process 
(“kilonova”, “macronova”, …)

→ UV, optical, IR → targets for triggered or blind searches (time-domain astronomy)

► Various other types of em counterparts

► Strong emitters of GWs

→ population properties: rates, masses, … → stellar astrophysics

→ EoS of nuclear matter / stellar properties of NSs → lecture tomorrow 

     (NS mergers probe cold and hot matter – pre- and post-merger)

► ...



Observations



Short gamma-ray bursts

► Observed since the 70ies

► Intense flashes of gamma rays with duration <~2 secs with 
1050 … 1052 erg/s

► random, non-repeating, isotropic at cosmological distances

► (long GRBs with duration >~2 secs produced by collapse of 
massive star – confirmed by supernova association = 
lightcurve observed; tend to be somewhat softer than 
short bursts)

► produced by jets (baryon-poor relativistic beamed outflow) forming from a BH-torus 
system after NS merger or NS-BH merger → beamed emission

► Afterglow (=interaction of jet with ambient medium) routinely observed as follow up 
with X-ray, optical, radio telescopes

► Some GRBs show X-ray plateau emission ~100 … 1000 seconds

Swift

Swift



Short gamma-ray bursts

Nakar 2007

BATSE catalog

short
long

Observations with gamma-ray satellites



Short gamma-ray bursts
► Arguments for mergers as progenitors:

- energetics and time scales

- no supernova association (excluded with very good limits)

- occurrence in star-forming and elliptical galaxies

- off-center from host galaxies

- rates (as far as we can estimate rates)

► Smoking gun: coincident detection of sGRB and GWs 

→ estimate probability to see both simultaneously (assume 
opening angle ~10 deg.)

Covino 2007



GW170817



A break-through in astrophysics

► GW170817 first unambiguously detected NS merger (masses only compatible w NSs)

► Mutli-messenger observations: gravitational waves, gamma, X-rays, UV, optical, IR, 
radio 

Detection August 17, 2017 by 
LIGO-Virgo network

→ GW data analysis

→ follow-up observations - 
probably largest coordinated 
observing campaign in astronomy 
(observations/time)

Announcement October 2017

Advanced LIGO



Chirp-like signal → compact binary merger

Shape reveals masses → only compatible with NSs

→ constraints on tidal deformability

→ triggered some follow-up observations

Abbott et al 2017



GW170817 – brief overview

► GWs

→ binary masses (only compatible with NS merger)

→ tidal deformability (→ later)

→ distance ~ 40 Mpc (→ rate presumably high)

► Gamma-rays 1.7 sec after GWs (Fermi) → 1047 erg/s order of magnitude too 
subluminous compared to standard short GRB

► About 12 h later: follow-up observations identify electromagnetic counterpart (in UV, 
optical, IR) and host galaxy – also called SSS17a, AT2017gfo

→ light curve evolution → ejecta masses, outflow velocities, …

→ compatible with ejecta heated by r-process

→ compatible with theoretical expectations about mass ejection and nucleosynthesis

→ redshift of host galaxy + luminosity distance → independent Hubble constant 
measurement

► Several days after merger: X-rays and radio emission (ongoing observations/debate 
about interpretation)



Observations

► 1.7 sec after gamma-rays (→ short GRB ???)

► Follow up observation (UV, optical, IR) starting 
~12 h after merger

→ ejecta masses, velocities, opacities

► Several days later X-rays, radio (ongoing)

Soares-Santos 
et al 2017

Abbott et al. 2017



Observations UVOIR – combined from different groups/observations

► From early blue to red

► Reasonable agreement with theoretical expectations

► Gabriel’s lectures for more extensive discussion

Villar et al. 2018
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Tentative/indirect earlier observations

► Possible kilonova emission in the afterglow light curves of short GRBs, e.g. 
GRB130603b and others

► Observations of stellar spectra

- metal-poor stars of the Milky Way → to be 
interpreted in Galactic Chemical Evolution model

- r-process enrichment in only one out of ~10 
ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (Ji et al 2016) → rare 
but efficient event

► Pu abundance in deep sea floor very low (2-3 
orders of magnitude) → rare event, no steady 
enrichment (Wallner et al 2015)

Gemini and Hubble Space Telescope 
observations Tanvir et al. 2013, Berger et al. 
2013



Some insights from GW170817

► Gamma-ray burst (?) followed 1.7 sec after GWs – but sub-luminous (by orders of 
magnitude)

► X-ray and radio observations several days after merger (on-going)

→ different interpretations (off-axis, cocoon, choked, …)

→ good evidence for a relativistic outflow

Sketches from Mooley et al. 2017



Dynamics



Background: NS and NS binaries

► Merger driven by GW emission:  trajectory = spiral → “inspiral”

point-particle inspiral continuously speeds up → dynamical merger phase

Steady point-particle
“inspiral” speeds up

       ~100 Myrs   →                    10 sec                             →  ms             →              ~10 ms

LIGO/Virgo
window

       ~1/10 h             →     10 Hz                         →           0.5 kHz                 →            ~2kHz

Frequencies

Time scales

Relativistic hydrodynamics



ms

Inspiral of NS binary

Neutron star merger

Prompt formation of a
BH + torus

Formation of a differentially 
rotating massive NS

Rigidly rotating 
(supermassive) NS
(stable or long-lived)

Delayed collapse
to a BH + torus

dependent on
EoS, Mtot

dependent on
EoS, Mtot

~100 Myrs

ms

10-100 ms

Dynamics



Inspiral of NS binary

Neutron star merger

Prompt formation of a
BH + torus

Formation of a differentially 
rotating massive NS

Rigidly rotating 
(supermassive) NS

Delayed collapse
to a BH + torus

dependent on
EoS, Mtot

dependent on
EoS, Mtot

~100 Myrs

ms ms

10-100 ms

Dynamics

secular (disk) ejecta, GRBsecular (disk) ejecta, GRB?

secular (disk) ejecta, GRB?

dynamical ejecta

dynamical ejecta

GW → binary 
masses, EoS

GW → EoS





Temperatures
Bauswein et al. 2010



Neutrino emission
► Luminosities roughly comparable to core-collapse SN (→ Kei’s lectures)

► Neutrinos dynamically less important during merging but affect composition of ejecta 
→ r-process nucleosynthesis and em counterpart

► Main channels to raise Ye: pair creation → poistron captures, neutrino irradiation

Depends sensitively on thermodynamical conditions

Neutrino treatement only approximately possible

Ardevol Pupillo et al 2018
“incomplete” 
r-process



Simulations: typical Mej ~ 0.01 Msun

Dots trace ejecta (DD2 EoS 1.35-1.35 Msun)

Bauswein et al. 2013



Asymmetric mergers

→ larger tidal component, larger total ejecta masses Bauswein et al. 2013



Secular ejecta

► Remnant: BH-torus or NS + torus → secular ejecta (neutrino driven, viscously driven)

→ a few to several 10 % of the torus mass unbound

→ tentatively somewhat slower (~0.1 c) and less neutron rich → production of lighter 
r-process elements

Compilation by Wu et al. 2016

Torus simulation – Just et al. 2015



EoS / NS constraints



Weber 2005

Bauswein et al. 2012

Advanced LIGO



EoS constraints

► Astrophysics perspective:

→ measure/constrain NS radii R1.35, R1.6, Rmax

→ measure/constrain Mmax

► many ideas around – GWs particularly appealing because systematics better under 
control

► (background: GWs are generated by 2nd time derivative of mass quadrupole)

► Strategy: EoS and R(M) fully equivalent 

→  use TOV properties to characterize EoS impact



Goal:  EoS from GWs

Three complementary strategies:

► Tidal effects during the inspiral → accelerate inspiral compared to BH-BH

- strong signal – weaker EoS effect

► Collapse behavior

- strong EoS impact – weaker signal (at higher frequencies)

► Oscillations of the postmerger remnant

 (keep in mind binary masses are relatively easy to measure, i.e. at low SNR !!!)



Finite-size effects during late inspiral



Description of tidal effects during inspiral

► Tidal field        of on star induces change of quadrupole moment        of other component

► Changed quadrupole moment affects GW signal, especially phase evolution

→ inspiral faster compared to point-particle inspiral

► Strength of induced quadrupole moment depends on NS structure / EoS:

► Tidal deformability depends on radius (clear – smaller stars are harder to deform) and 
“Love number” k2   (~“TOV” properties)

► k2 also depends on EoS and mass



Tidal effects during the inspiral

► Tidal deformability enters waveform description

(hence tidal deformability is measured in GW event)

► Challenge: describe waveform accurately and effectively to construct template bank 
for detection (match with numerical simulation): PN expansion, effective one-body 
models (EOB)

► Compute tidal deformability for given EoS and mass:

- radius via TOV (easy)

- Love number k2 can be computed in a similar manner

→ essentially an extended TOV system, i.e. system of ordinary differential equations 
that can be solved as initial value problem



Love number

l=2 metric perturbation of spherical star

→ encoded in H(r), K(r) (depend only on r !!!)

Solve standard TOV system: And integrate in parallel:

→ system of ordinary differential equations that can be solved as initial value problem

Hinderer et al. 2010



Love number and tidal deformability
► Love number given by:

Compactness C, radius R
Mass m

with

Hinderer et al. 2010

→ Larger/lighter stars have larger 
tidal defromability
→ Stiffer EoS have have deformability
→ discern different EoSs (for known 
mass)



Tidal polarizability vs. mass



Inspiral
► Orbital phase evolution affected by tidal deformability – only during last orbits before 

merging

► Inspiral accelerated compared to point-particle inspiral for larger Lambda

► Difference in phase between NS merger and point-particle inspiral:

Stiff EoS

Soft EoS

e.g. Read et al. 2013

Challenge: construct faithful templates for data analysis

Merger time of point particle

EoS impact measured by tidal 
deformability



Measurement

► Lambda < ~800

→ Means that very stiff EoSs are 
excluded

► For other priors/assumptions even 
tighter constraints

► Better constraints expected in future as 
sensitivity increases

Abbott et al. 2017
See also later publications by 
Ligo/Virgo collaboration, De et al. 2018

for equal-mass binaries !!



► Combined tidal deformability vs. radius (for constant chirp mass)

→ GW170817 constrains NS radii from above



► Current constraints from insprial:

► R1.4 < ~13.5 km   → nuclear EoS cannot be very stiff

GW170817

Bauswein et al. 2012



Collapse behavior



                                                       Observationally distinguishable:

Strong postmerger GW emission                                                      suppressed postmerger GW emission

Bright electromagnetic counterpart                                                 dim electromagnetic counterpart

Relevant for: EoS constraints through Mmax measurement, Conditions for short GRBs, Mass ejection, 
Electromagnetic counterparts powered by thermal emission, NS radius constraints !!!

Shen EoS

(depends on properties of 
high-density matter)

Collapse behavior: Prompt vs. delayed (/no) BH formation 



Inspiral

Prompt collapse to BH

No or delayed collapse to BH

Total binary mass M
tot

Threshold binary 
mass M

thres

EoS dependent  - somehow Mmax should play a role

Collapse behavior

+ strong postmerger 
GW emission



A simple but robust NS radius constraint from GW170817

► High ejecta mass inferred from electromagnetic transient

(high compared to simulations)

→ provides strong support for a delayed/no collapse in GW170817

→ even asymmetric mergers that directly collapse do not produce such massive ejecta

Soares-Santos et al 2017

Refs, table from cote

Compilation in Cote et al 2018



Inspiral

Prompt collapse to BH

No or delayed collapse to BH

Total binary mass M
tot

Threshold binary 
mass M

thres

Collapse behavior

+ strong postmerger 
GW emission

High ejecta mass

Small ejecta mass

GW170817

Mtot
GW170817



Simulations reveal Mthres

Smooth particle hydrodynamics + conformal flatness
Bauswein et al. 2013

TOV properties of nonrotating 
stars, i.e. EoS characteristics Merger property from 

simulations



Threshold binary mass
► Empirical relation from simulations with different Mtot and EoS

► Fits (to good accuracy):

► Both better than 0.06 Msun

file:///home/localadmin_abauswein/work/pics/ls12135_400K_1920x1080_a.avi


(1) If GW170817 was a delayed (/no) collapse:

(2) Recall: empirical relation for threshold binary mass for prompt collapse:

(3) Causality:  speed of sound  vS ≤ c

► Putting things together:

(with Mmax, Rmax unknown)

Bauswein et al. 2017

→ Lower limit on NS radius



NS radius constraint through multi-messenger 
interpretation of GW170817

With a minimum of assumption:

► Investigating EoS dependence of Mthres through simulations shows that NS cannot be 
too small as that would result in prompt collapse (incompatible with observations)

► Rmax > 9.6 km

► R1.6 > 10.7 km

► Excludes very soft nuclear matter

Bauswein et al. 2017

Tidal 
deformability

→ better constraints from future events

     including upper limits on R and Mmax

See also Margalit & Metzger 2017, Shibata et al. 2017, Fushibayashi et al 
2017, Radice et al. 2018, Rezzolla et al. 2018, Ruiz & Shapiro 2018, … for 
other mutli-messenger constraints – making different model assumptions → 
different constraints




Future detections (hypothetical discussion)

Bauswein et al. 2017

→ as more events are observed, bands converge to true Mthres 

→ prompt collapse constrains Mmax from above 

→ better interpretation of events



Maximum mass



► Arguments: no prompt collapse; no long-lasting pulsar spin-down (too less energy 
deposition)

► If GW170817 did not form a supramassive NS (rigidly rotating > Mmax)

→ Mmax < ~2.2-2.4 Msun (relying on some assumption)

Margalit & Metzger 2017

Mmax from GW170817



Constrain Mmax 
► Measure several NS mergers with different Mtot – check if postmerger GW emission 

present or through em observations

→ Mthres estimate

► Radius e.g. from postmerger frequency

► Invert fit

→ Mmax

143Bauswein et al. 2013



Postmerger oscillations

Not yet observed (but possible in future events)

Complementary to inspiral methods

Radii of high-mass neutron stars



Simulation: 1.35+1.35 Msun

Density evolution in equatorial plane, Shen EoS

Relativistic smooth particle hydrodynamics, conformally flat spatial metric, 
microphsyical temperature-dependent EoS



Relativistic smooth particle hydrodynamics, conformally flat spatial metric, 
microphsyical temperature-dependent EoS

1.35-1.35 Msun, Shen EoS



Postmerger

ringdown

inspiral

M1/M2
fpeak

1.35-1.35 M
sun

  , 20 Mpc

EoS

Ad. LIGO

Earlier inspiral 
not simulated

Dominant postmerger oscillation frequency fpeak

Very characteristic (robust feature in all models)



characterize EoS by radius of 
nonrotating NS with 1.35 Msun

Triangles: strange quark matter; red: temperature dependent EoS; others: ideal-gas for thermal effects

all 1.35-1.35 simulations

M
1
/M

2
 known 

from inspiral

Pure TOV property => Radius measurement via fpeak

Important: Simulations for the same binary mass, but with varied EoS

Recall that total mass can be measured quite accurately

→ Empirical relation between GW frequency and NS radius ( = our EoS parameter)

ob
se

rv
ab

le

Every data point a single simulation of a 1.35-1.35 Msun binary

Bauswein et al. 2012



characterize EoS by radius of 
nonrotating NS with 1.6 Msun

all 1.35-1.35 simulations

M
1
/M

2
 known 

from inspiral

Important: Simulations for the same binary mass, just with varied EoS

Pure TOV/EoS property => Radius measurement via fpeak

Fit:

Bauswein et al. 2012



Binary mass variations

Bauswein et al. 2012, 2016

Different total binary masses 
(symmetric)

Fixed chirp mass (asymmertic 1.2-1.5 
Msun binaries and symmetric 1.34-
1.34 Msun binaries)

 



Observable signature of (QCD) phase transition



Phase diagram of matter

Does the phase transition to quark-gluon plasma occur 
(already) in neutron stars or only at higher densities?

GSI/FAIR



EoS with 1st-order phase transition to quark matter

► EoS from Fischer et al. 2018 – as one example for an EoS with a strong 1st-order phase 
transition to deconfined quarks

Bauswein et al. 2019



Merger simulations
► GW spectrum 1.35-1.35 Msun

But: a high frequency on its own may not yet be characteristic for a phase transition

→ unambiguous signature 

(→ show that all purely baryonic EoS behave differently)

Bauswein et al. 2019

contact



Signature of 1st order phase transition

► Tidal deformability measurable from inspiral to within 100-200 (Adv. Ligo design)

► Postmerger frequency measurable to within a few 10 Hz @ a few 10 Mpc (either Adv. 
Ligo or upgrade)

► Important: “all” purely hadronic EoSs (including hyperonic EoS) follow fpeak-Lambda 
relation → deviation characteristic for strong 1st order phase transition

Bauswein et al. 2019

from the inspiral

from postmerger



Model variation

► Variation of different 1st order phase transitions results in similar effect

→ generic feature of sufficiently strong 1st order phase transitions

► Strength depends on density jump

Bauswein et al. 2019



Discussion

► Consistency with fpeak-Lambda relation points to 

- purely baryonic EoS

- (or an at most weak phase transition → no strong compactification)

in the tested (!) density regime

► fpeak also determines maximum density in 
postmerger remnant

► postmerger GW emission provides 
complimentary information to inspiral

→ probes higher density regime

Bauswein et al. 2019



Probed densities / NS masses 

► Dots: NS mass with central density  =  maximum density during early postmerger 
evolution

For 1.35-1.35 Msun merger – higher binary masses probe higher densities / NS masses

Bauswein 
et al. 2019



Ejecta: R-process nucleosynthesis
and electromagnetic counterparts



Primer on rapid neutron-capture process

► Forming half of all heavy nuclei beyond iron through successive neutron captures

► Neutron captures critical to overcome Coulomb barrier of heavy nuclei

► Key parameters: high neutron densities, fast expansion, (entropy)

→ runs along neutron drip line (to circumvent nuclei in valley of stability)

→ crossing close shells → accumulate higher abundance 

→ characteristic abundance peaks after freeze out  

→ astrophysical site or sites not known !

→ mergers play important role !

►



Primer on rapid neutron-capture process

► Forming half of all heavy nuclei beyond iron through successive neutron captures

► Neutron captures critical to overcome Coulomb barrier of heavy nuclei

► Key parameters: high neutron densities, fast expansion, (entropy)

→ runs along neutron drip line (to circumvent nuclei in valley of stability)

→ crossing close shells → accumulate higher abundance 

→ characteristic abundance peaks after freeze out  

→ astrophysical site or sites not known !

→ mergers play important role !



Primer on rapid neutron-capture process

► Relatively robust r-process in merger ejecta –  note different ejecta components !!!

► Robustness is result of fission recycling for Ye < ~0.25

► Details still somewhat unclear (astrophys. conditions, impact of neutrinos, nuclear 
physics, detailed influence of EoS and binary parameters)

► Impact of weak interactions/neutrinos important to regulate precise neutron 
abunance and hence whether and how many heavy elements are formed

Bauswein et 2013 / Goriely et al 2011

Hydro + network calculations



Primer on rapid neutron-capture process
► R-process releases a few MeV per baryon by radioactive decays (beta, fission, alpha)

→ charges particles thermalize and deposit energy in ejecta as heat (except for losses 
by neutrinos)

→ homologeous expansion of ejecta bubble

→ thermal emission of ejecta → em transient = kilonova = marconova

► Most energy released within first second, then power law decay

e.g. Goriely et al. 2011



DD2 1.35-1.35 Msun, representative ejecta particles (white unbound)



Simulations
Dots trace ejecta (DD2 EoS 1.35-1.35 Msun)

Bauswein et al. 2013



Asymmetric mergers

→ larger tidal component, larger total ejecta masses Bauswein et al. 2013



Secular and dynamical ejecta Just et al. 2015

Wu et al. 2016, only secular ejecta

combined

Via nuclear network calculations



Ejecta mass – binary parameter dependence

3d Relativistic Hydrodynamics Simulations, Bauswein et al 2013



Coarse picture: EoS dependence of ejecta mass

► Ejecta mass 0.03-0.05 Msun in 
GW170817

► Excludes tentatively very stiff EoSs

► Excludes tentatively very soft EoSs – 
prompt collapse !!!

► Warning: very hard to be quantitative

Bauswein et al 2013, see also Hotokezaka et al 2013

Compilation in Cote et al 2018

1.35-1.35 Msun

(qualitatively similar for 
asymmetric mergers, 
but higher)

+ secular ejecta (viscous, neutrino)



Ejecta mass dependence

1.35-1.35 1.2-1.5

~ impact v ~ impact v

Different EoSs characterized by radii of 1.35 Msun NSs (note importannce of 
thermal effects)

Prompt 
collapse

Ejecta 
velocity

1.2-1.5 Msun



Secular ejecta 

Wu et al. 2016

Typically several per cent of disk mass ejected (e.g. Fernandez et al. 
2014, Perego et al. 2014, Just et al 2015) → production of light and 
heavy r-process elements, contributing to em counterpart



Estimate emission properties Metzger et al. 2010, Arnett 1982

Homologeous 
expansion

v = constant

R

Homologeous expansion (justified by numerical simulation)

tex measures size of expanding bubble

Photon diffusion time (0.07 numerical factor for this 
geometry; kappa = opacity)

→ decreasing since R grows (all other quantities constant)

Initially only a few photons from the surface can escape

At                        photons from the center have enough time to diffuse out

→ peak of luminosity since we start seeing the whole bubble



Equating diffusion time and expansion time

Peak luminosity

Available heat is some fraction 
of rest mass f<<1
(can be taken from calculations)

Combining yields:

Time of peak luminosity

→ temperature from Stefan-Boltzmann law

Key parameters: ejecta mass and velocity, heating efficiency, opacity (strongly 
dependent on composition: between ~0.1 … 100 cm2/g – still uncertain) → strong 
variations possible, still uncertainties

More sophisticated radiative transfer models confirm that ballpark (e.g. Kasen et al. 2013,...)



Basic picture
► Small admixture of lanthanides increases opacity !!

► High Ye (> 0.25) ↔ low opacities (lanthanide-free) ↔ bluish emission

► Low Ye (< 0.25) ↔ high opacities (lanthanides present) ↔ reddish emission

→ fission possibly important

► Simple scaling law (spherically symmetric expansion), see Metzger et al. 2010:

► More sophisticated models based on radiative transfer calculations, e.g. Kasen, 
Tanaka, ... (all models make some sort of assumptions)



Observations
► Many IR/opt/UV observations by many 

groups

► Different interpretations / modeling 

► Red and blue component 

► Spectral features?

► Derived total ejecta masses all in the range 
0.03 … 0.05 Msun

► Exact abundance not known !

Villar et al 2017

Chronock et al. 2017, Levan & Tanvir 2017, 
Kasliwal et al. 2017, Coulter et al. 2017, Allam 
et al. 2017, Yang et al. 2017, Arcavi et al. 
2017, Kilpatrick et al. 2017, McCully et al. 
2017, Pian et al. 2017, Arcavi et al. 2017, 
Evans et al. 2017, Drout et al. 2017 Lipunov 
et al. 2017, Cowperthwaite et al. 2017, Smarrt 
et al. 2017, Shappee et al. 2017, Nicholl et al. 
2017, Kasen et al. 2017, Tanaka et al. 2017, 
…..
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Compilation by Cote et al 2018



Interpretation - implications

► heating and derived opacities are compatible with r-processing ejecta !!!

(not surprising for a theorist, see earlier work on r-process and em counterparts)

► Ejecta velocities and masses in ballpark of simulation results

► Precise composition basically unknown (claims 
for spectral features), red component suggest 
some admixture of heavy r-process elements with 
high opacities

► Derived ejecta masses are compatible with 
mergers being the main source of heavy r-process 
elements in the Universe

→ overall strong evidence that NS mergers play a 
prominent role for heavy element formation

Only A>130

Arcavi et al. 2017



► Colored bands: rates for different EoSs

► Symbols: population synthesis predictions (Abadie et al. 2010)

► Vertical lines: pulsar observations (Kalogera et al. 2004)

► Dashed curve: short GRBs (Berger 2013)

► Arrow: volumetric rate (Abbott et al. 20017) converted to Galactic rate

GW170817

Mej(NSNS):

Blue: 10-3 Msun

Red: 3*10-3 Msun

Green: 10-2 Msun

(with A > 140)

Considering only heavy elements with A > 140 

=> not clear how much of this material in GW170817 !!!

Bauswein et al 2014



Future

► More events: source-to-source variation, binary parameter dependence, viewing angle, 
merger rates

► Better understanding of emission → underlying ejecta properties: masses possily 
abundances

→ total contribution of mergers to Galactic enrichment

= understand the origin of heavy elements

► More insights from Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE), from constrainst on nuclear EoS

► Connect to nuclear physics models?



Summary
► NS mergers take place with considerable rate

► GW robust messenger of bulk dynamics

► Binary masses measurable from inspiral

► NS structure and (unknown) high-density EoS uniquely linked (TOV eqs.)

► First unambiguously detected NS merger: GW + em emission

- probably high rate

- strong support for relat. outflow in this event

- GW → constrain EoS / NS paramter

   → finite size effects during insprial → R<13.5 km

   → multi-messenger interpretation → R<10.7 km

   → nuclear matter cannot be too stiff nor too soft

- em in IR /optical → r-process in ejecta forms heavy elements

- mergers compatible with being main producers of heavy elements

► Bright future !!!
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